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Abstract: The rise of deep neural networks has caused essential changes well beyond the machine 
learning (ML) and computer vision (CV) communities. One of the consequences is that the previous 
zoo of used ML methods (e.g., Naive Bayes, MLPs, SVMs, Random Forests, etc.) is now replaced by 
a near monoculture of (deep) neural networks. Deep Learning (DL) approaches have also been 
successfully used (and sometimes abused) in Remote Sensing (RS) and Earth Observation (EO). 
Nevertheless, in contrast to other CV applications, shallow learners (in particular Random Forests) seem 
to prevail in RS/EO and coexist with DL (although somewhat in the shadow). This talk provides an 
introduction to Random Forests, discusses modern RFs variations, and positions them into the context 
of Deep Learning.  
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